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The authors compare, in a well organised manuscript, the influence of different downscaling techniques on the projected impact of climate change on irrigation demands
and low flow of streams. I think more insight in the influence of downscaling technique
on the projected impact is very useful and should be the main focus of this paper rather
than (again) comparing the DC and DBS method.
This can be achieved by two major adjustments/extensions. The uncertainty related to
the choice of downscaling technique should be compared to the uncertainty related to
the choice of RCM, GCM and/or emission scenario. Therefore some additional RCMC2185

GCM scenarios should be added to the study.
The other point is the inappropriateness of the set of downscaling techniques. The
applied delta change methods only adjust for changes in the mean, which obviously is
not sufficient as other important characteristics, like different modes of variability are
projected to change too. Yet, more sophisticated delta change methods have been
successfully applied (Bakker and Bessembinder, 2012; Van Pelt et al., 2012). As a
matter of fact the transformation algorithms (here referred to as “flavours”) for delta
change methods and bias correction methods are interchangeable. Thus, the flavour
applied in DBS could also be applied in the delta change method, maybe in a slightly
adjusted form.
For the choice of different downscaling techniques, obviously insufficient methods
should be left out. For the bias correction methods at least a control period should
be included to test the appropriateness of the method (how well does the DBS method
reproduce the irrigation regime and low flow of streams in the control period?). Besides, it would be interesting to consider methods that adjust the multi-day variability
rather than daily variability (van Pelt et al., 2012, Wood et al., 2002; 2004).
The study would seriously benefit from including more RCM-GCM combinations and
a more elaborate choice and evaluation of the chosen downscaling methods. In the
following, some minor points are summed.
2 Methods
2.2.1. Current climate
- The observed dataset is rather short (1990-2010 or 1991-2010?) for analysing yearto-year variability. Why not using alternatives like E-OBS (Haylock et al., 2008)? Please, explain a the Makkink equation, adjusted for Denmark. Reference is hard to
trace.
2.1.2. Future climate
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- Christensen et al. (2010) is wrongly referenced as they did not analyse RCMs nested
in GCMs, but nested in the reanalysis ERA40. Also manuscript title of Christensen et
al. (2010) is wrong. It should be “Weight assignment in regional climate models” rather
than “weight assessment”. Please, include doi numbers if possible. This substantially
improves the traceability of the referred documents in case of slightly incorrect citations.
- Why a different ETref is used for the future climate? How do both methods compare?
- “bias correction” mentioned between equations 2 and 3 is not a bias correction, but
an adjustment or perturbation etc.
2.2.1 Estimation of the CO2-effect on crop evapotranspiration
- SWAP needs a reference
4.2 Evaluation of model performance
- Introduce stations before. Which stations show good performance (R2-NS of 0.75
and 0.89)? - A R2-NS of -0.02 and 0.07 means absolutely no skill. You should argue
why this model is good enough for this study anyway.
5 Results
- Please, better explain the evaluation metrics. - Comparison of minimum and maximum yearly values is pointless. They are too much influenced by natural variability.
Besides, two periods of different length are evaluated (20 years and 30 years) - Show
the performance of the DBS in the control period
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